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Abstract

Attribute based cryptography enhances the chances of secure commu-
nication on large scale. There are several features of attribute based
encryption which have been proposed as different protocols. Most of
these are suitable for access control in large systems like cloud ser-
vices. Very few protocols focus on reducing the computational overhead
for lower end devices like Internet of Things sensors and actuators.
Hence, it is desirable to have a mix of features in protocols for IoT
architecture. Our protocol enforces accountability of different parties
involved while reducing the computational overhead during decryption
on miniature devices. We prove that our protocol is RCCA-secure in
selective security model and achieve accountability and unlinkability.
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1 Introduction

Public key cryptography reached new dimensions when attribute based encryp-
tion (ABE) was introduced in 2005 [1]. ABE schemes were introduced as an
extension to identity-based encryption (IBE) [2] schemes which associated
users with their identities. ABE schemes built upon this by associating users
with a set of attributes and their identities. The cryptographic primitives in
ABE are achieved using access policy.

ABE schemes make use of access policy embedded in access structures to
map user attributes. The schemes wherein access policy is transmitted together
with the ciphertext and keys are based on attributes are known as cipher-
text policy attribute based encryption (CP-ABE). Other schemes make use
of access policy to generate keys while using attributes for encryption. These
are known as key-policy attribute based encryption schemes (KP-ABE). The
current work proposes CP-ABE based protocol.

ABE has been exploited by researchers in various ways to provide fine
grained access control in cloud [3]. Several features have been introduced in
various protocols. The paper hint at combining ABE schemes with different
features to generate novel protocols that may be adapted to various Internet
of Things (IoT) architectures.

A typical architecture for IoT makes use of cloud services in different ways.
The innovative use of sensors and actuators in various real-life situations has
made large amount of data available for storage and analysis. The secure stor-
age of encrypted data is essential to facilitate quick and authentic analysis.
The limited memory and computational power of IoT devices call for innova-
tive methods of transformation of encrypted data for secure storage on cloud
servers and also their decryption with lesser computational overhead. The par-
ties involved in communication need to be accountable for their operations.
The decryption operation should be as simple as possible for easy computa-
tion on IoT devices. We discuss accountability and outsourced decryption as
they are important features of protocol with ABE for IoT architecture.

1.1 Accountability

Public key cryptography (PKC) has the ability to ensure accountability of data
items with digital signatures. The increase in the number of parameters or
attributes that define a user make it difficult to achieve accountability in ABE
schemes. Nevertheless, there have been various attempts to propose account-
able ABE schemes. Several schemes achieve whitebox traceability in which the
malicious users do not tweak the decryption algorithm or the secret key. The
schemes which permit changes to decryption algorithm and the secret key by
malicious users during public auditing is more difficult to achieve and are said
to be blackbox traceable.

Accountable CP-ABE is essential to find the malicious users who may dele-
gate their keys to other users and malicious authorities which misuse the role of
key management. A general solution has been to use multi-authority schemes
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wherein the authority as well as the user are accountable. With the increasing
number of IoT devices and data explosion, a simpler approach would facilitate
safer storage of encrypted data. The domination of a single authority needs
to be overcome while maintaining the accountability of user and authorities
involved.

1.2 Outsourced Decryption

The increase in the number of miniature devices demand cryptographic sys-
tems with lesser number of computations. The applications like email on mobile
phones is a typical example which can be made faster with lighter decryption
key. This can be achieved by outsourcing complex operations of decryption.
The extraction of data by IoT actuators from servers may also be made easier
with outsourced decryption.

1.3 Our contribution

The high end servers in cloud architecture allows us to accommodate compli-
cated methods to achieve confidentiality and accountability. The execution of
complex operations involved in ABE system is time consuming on IoT devices
and would hinder the performance of the overall system. Often, the servers
in cloud misuse their role in key management. This leads to the key escrow
problem [4]. Though most of the proposed ABE schemes prevent user collu-
sion attacks, very few achieve accountability. These factors inspire us to think
of designing a protocol which can make ABE practical on IoT devices and
ensure end-to-end accountability. The user can establish a secure session with
any authority that can successfully run zero knowledge protocol and all other
authorities will have only transformation key to analyse the encrypted data.
We propose a CP-ABE protocol with following features:

• whitebox traceability and accountability
• public auditing
• secure outsourcing of decryption
• less computational overhead during decryption
• suitability for IoT deployment
• security analysis focusing on indistinguishability under RCCA in selective
security model, accountability and unlinkability

2 Related Work

There are different approaches to public key cryptography. Identity based
encryption [2, 5] is one among the new approaches.The scope of identity based
encryption was increased beyond biometric identities by addition of descriptive
attributes. The concrete method proposed in [1] validates this. Two com-
plementary forms of ABE were formalized in [6] as KP-ABE and CP-ABE.
CP-ABE was designed earlier as a powerful public key primitive for access
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control by Bethencourt et.al.[7]. The recent survey paper on attribute based
encryption for cloud computing [3] describes different features of ABE schemes.

One of the early research works on accountable ABE scheme is by Li et.
al. [8]. The need arises due to the possibility of malicious behaviour of the
parties involved. The key escrow problem reduces the trust in authorities. The
malevolent behavior of users may cause the issue of key delegation. It becomes
difficult to trace the malicious users in the system. The research on ABE
takes into account two types of accountability. The schemes with whitebox
traceability assume that the parties involved in the scheme are faithful to the
auditor. The focus of [9, 10] are on whitebox traceability. The malicious user
could manipulate or hide the tweaked decryption algorithm and the secret key
that she uses from the auditor. The research work in [11, 12] achieve blackbox
traceability. The blackbox traceable CP-ABE scheme of [11] is provably secure
and suitable for cloud storage. The blackbox traceability in [12] can be used
to detect malevolent decryption devices. The recent research also shows multi-
authority schemes that have been proposed as a solution to key delegation
issues [13–17].

Outsourced decryption was formalised by Dan Boneh in [18]. Due to the
computational overhead, the practical implementation of ABE schemes on
devices is challenging. As a solution to reduce computational effort, different
methods for outsourced computation were proposed in [19–21]. The notion of
proxy re-encryption is used in [22, 23]. The generation of transformation keys
allows ciphertext to be shared across servers without loss of security. The func-
tional encryption methods like homomorphism, allow certain computations
to be done on ciphertext using specified inputs while keeping the underlying
message undecipherable by unauthorised user.

There are few research papers that focus on making ABE schemes suit-
able for IoT deployment. Accountability in multi-authority environments is
achieved in [24].

The proposal in [25] combines the outsourcing and accountability but its
application is limited to cloud. A KP-ABE scheme with application to IoT is
described in [26]. In general, there is a dearth of research works supporting
efficient extension of attribute based cryptography to IoT deployment with
various features. We propose a CP-ABE protocol with accountability and
outsourced decryption. The relevant preliminaries are described in section 3.
RCCA-secure construction is described in 4. Section 5 concludes the paper

3 Background

In this section, we provide the preliminaries needed to understand the rest of
the paper. The primary actors involved are accountable authority and the user.
Both are equally accountable for their behavior on the network. This is ensured
by incorporating parameters from both of these into the keys generated in the
system. Other authorities involved in this framework get a transformation key
which has contributions from both the accountable authority and the user.
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The accountable authority handles attribute set which are disjoint. Each
user has a number of IoT devices she uses which map to a number of attributes.
Among these, few identify the user uniquely. Each user generates a decryption
key after appropriate communication with accountable authority. A ciphertext
can be created by anyone using a policy. Decryption is possible only by a
particular user. The apt combination of user attributes make it possible to use
it on IoT devices owned by the user. The usage of transformation key makes
decryption operation computationally easy. The mathematical preliminaries
and definitions needed to describe this protocol is given below.

3.1 Preliminaries

Let G1, G2, and GT , be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p. Let g
be the generator of G1, G2 and e : G1 × G2 ⇒ GT be a bilinear pairing with
the following properties:

• Bilinearity: e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab

• Non-degeneracy: e(u, v) ̸= 1T , where 1T is the identity element of group GT .
• Computability: there is an efficient algorithm for computing e(u, v) for all
u ∈ G1 and v ∈ G2

We consider composite order bilinear groups first proposed by [27]. The
group operations are assumed to be computable in polynomial time with
respect to the security parameter λ. Here, G1, G2 are the source groups and
GT is the target group. The groups are chosen in such a way that their orthog-
onality under the bilinear map is preserved. The assumptions on subgroup
decision problem for three prime numbers also hold with these groups [28].
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman also hold on these groups.

The protocol uses interactive zero knowledge proof to verify the validity of
the authority. The user chooses a random value t and gt is made available to
the AT. The user confirms this with an interactive session of ZK-POK before
proceeding with cryptographic operations.

The ABE scheme begins by mapping attributes of universe to random
elements. An access policy is framed based on the system requirements. These
are mapped to the access structure, linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS). LSSS
is itself represented as a matrix and is used encryption. More mathematical
details are available in [29] and interested reader may refer to the same.

3.2 Security model

We analyse the security of the protocol using three different games. We consider
Replayable Chosen Ciphertext Attack (RCCA) model since it eliminates the
strict restriction that no bit of the ciphertext may be changed [30]. We also
consider a game for accountability and another one for unlinkability [14]. We
consider these in the selective security model [31]. These games are defined in
the following subsections.
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3.2.1 Game 1 for accountability

The adversary is allowed to corrupt a few secret keys for attribute sets of its
choice. The adversary is supposed to generate a decryption box and submits
it to the challenger. The challenger runs the key sanity check and trace over
the pirate decryption box and returns an identifier. The adversary wins if he
can generate a new valid identifier not present in identifiers generated during
the query phase. Below we describe the game.

Setup. Given a security parameter 1λ the challenger runs Setup and
gets the public parameters, public key and secret key pairs of few users,
(params, (pkk, skk) for k ∈ 1, . . . N), where pk, sk denote public key and
secret key respectively. The parameters, pkkk∈{1,. . . ,N}, and skkk∈{1,. . . ,N}
are given to the adversary A.

Phase 1. A queries the key generation oracle on attribute set S of its choice
using set of global identities GID. This can be done polynomial number of
times. At the end of this phase, A determines a decryption box and submits
it to B.

Trace. B executes the key sanity check and trace algorithms with the decryp-
tion box. B determines the identities using the decryption box and outputs
an identity GID

′
.

A wins the game if GID
′
/∈ GID.

3.2.2 Game 2 for unlinkability

The goal of the adversary is to get information on the attributes of a given
identity. The game is described below.
Setup. Given a security parameter 1λ the challenger runs Setup and gets
(params, (pkk, skk), k ∈ {1, . . . N}), where pk, sk denote public key and secret
key respectively. These are given to A.

Phase 1. A queries key generation oracle for attribute set S using identity
GID polynomial number of times.

Guess. Finally, the challenger outputs attribute set S
′
and the corresponding

identity GID′.

A wins the game if GID
′
and L

′
are linkable and the success probability is

greater than random guess with non-negligible probability.

Now, we provide the definitions of security in terms of the games defined
above to validate the security of our protocols.
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Definition : ABE scheme is said to be accountable if the probability that
an adversary can win the games Game 1 and Game 2 is negligible.

Definition : ABE scheme is CPA-secure if the probability that an adversary
win the IND-CPA game is negligible.

Definition : A CP-ABE scheme is said to be accountable with secure out-
sourced decryption if the probability that the adversary wins the IND-CPA,
Game 1 and Game 2 simultaneously is negligible.

The above games and definitions will be used in protocol construction. The
security analysis of protocol can be done by RCCA game described below.

3.2.3 RCCA game

To prove the indistinguishability of messages under replayable chosen-
ciphertext attack (RCCA) [32] and the collusion-resistance of user secret keys,
we consider an adversary A who has access to an encryption oracle and a sim-
ulator B capable of solving the chosen base scheme. During the initialisation
and setup phase, A fetches public paramters and access structure from B. In
the query phase, two random oracles are used that provides the values cor-
responding to input seed as per the algorithm without disclosing any other
details. The query phase also provides algorithms to create secret key and
transformation key corresponding to a set of attributes, to corrupt a key entry
and also to decrypt ciphertext using the existing secret key. All these entries
are also recorded in appropriate data structures. The first query phase is fol-
lowed by a challenge phase wherein A submits two messages to B, B encrypts
them and returns the ciphertext to A. A second query phase follows which has
restriction that same entries cannot be queried for as in phase 1. Finally, A
has to guess the message that was encrypted.

If A is able to correctly guess the message, then the scheme used by the
simulator B is broken. RCCA-secure scheme is described in the following
section.

4 RCCA-secure construction

The protocol is designed using composite bilinear pairing group G. The
encryption, transformation and decryption operations ensure confidentiality.
Key sanity check, trace and audit operation help achieve accountability. The
protocol involves transformation of ciphertext and thus needs CCA security.
It is difficult to achieve full CCA security. Hence, the security analysis of the
protocol is done with respect to the games described in 3.2.3, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
are provided in 4.2. We consider replayable CCA security described in [33].
We also prove the accountability and unlinkability of the modified scheme.
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4.1 Design

The system consists of attribute authority, cloud servers and IoT devices. The
initialization process sets up the public parameters. The key generation step
involves user and creates transformation key TK. TK is used by cloud servers
to store partially decrypted ciphertext.

4.1.1 Setup

The system is setup using group generator G with λ, the security parameter
as input. A composite bilinear group G of order N = p1p2p3 ( three distinct
primes) is chosen. Gpi is a subgroup of order pi in G and g1, g3 the generator
of the subgroup Gp1 , Gp3 respectively are chosen.

A random value ui is chosen from the set of natural numbers ZN

corresponding to each attribute i in U.
A group element v ∈ Gp1 and exponents f1, f2, f3, f4 ∈ ZN are chosen

randomly. Two random primes p and q are also chosen such that p ̸= q, p =
q, gcd(pq, (p − 1)(q − 1)) = 1. Let n = pq, π = lcm(p − 1, q − 1), h = (1 + n)
and Q = π−1mod n.

The public parameters are set as pp =
(N,n, h, v, gf2 , gf3 , gf4 , e(g, g)f1 , gui

i∈U ).
Master secret is set as msk = (p, q, f1, g3).

4.1.2 Key Generation

The key generation protocol involves interaction between attribute authority
and a user with the identity id.

1. User chooses t ∈ ZN randomly and computes RU = gt. Next, it sends
RU , id, S to authority. An interactive ZK-POK is executed on RU with
respect to g with authority. The various ZK-PoK methods are detailed in
[34].

2. The authority checks the validity of ZK-POK. If the check fails, the inter-
action is aborted. Otherwise, a random c is chosen from ZN , a random r
from Z∗

n and random elements R,R0, R0′ , Rii∈S fromn Gp3
. The secret key

is computed as follows:

< S,K = gf1/(f2+T )gf3/(f2+T )vcR, T = hidrn mod n2, L = gcR0, L
′
=

gacR′
0,Ki = U

(f2+T )c
i Rii∈S >.

It sends (c, skpri) to U.
3. User checks the following conditions:

(a) e(L
′
, g) = e(L, ga)e(ga, gc)

(b) e(K, gf2T ) = e(g, g)f1e(L
′
L
T
, v)e(RU , g

f3)
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(c) ∀x ∈ S such that e(Ux, L
′
L
T
) = e(Kx, g)

The interaction is aborted if the above conditions do not hold. In case all
these conditions are satisfied, the user computes tid = c/t and computes
K = gf1/(f2+T ). This is used to create transformation key as follows: TK

= < S,K = Kgf4tid , T = T ,L = L,L′ = L
′
, RU , tid,Ki = Kii∈S >.

User sets his secret key as skU = (t, TK). It is assumed that the
cloud servers that use transformation key cannot eavesdrop on interaction
between AT and U to determine c.

4.1.3 Encryption

The algorithm takes access structure encoded in a LSSS policy, the public
parameters pp and a plaintext messages as input.

The algorithm chooses −→y = (s, y2, ...., yn) ∈ Zn∗1
N randomly. Here, s is

the first element of the vector. It is the random secret to be shared among
the shares. Then, rj ∈ ZN is chosen for each row Aj of access structure A
randomly. The encryption uses two hash functions H1 and H2. A random
number R is generated. The ciphertext is set as follows:

r = H2(R)
C = M ⊕ r
C =< R.e(g, g)f1s, C ′ = gs, C1 = gf2s, C2 = gf3s, C3 = gf4s, C4 = M ⊕ r,

{Cj,1 = v
Aj

−→y U−rj

ρ(j) , Cj,2 = grj}j∈[l], (A, ρ) >

4.1.4 Transformation

The ciphertext and transformation key are taken as input and a pair of
ciphertexts T0, T1 are generated. Each user has an identity id associated with
the attribute set S which satisfies the access structure.

Let ωj ∈ Zp where j ∈ Ij such that ρ(j) ∈ S be set of constants such that
if λj are valid shares of any secret s according to the access structure then∑

j∈I ωjλj = s.

The algorithm computes

D = e(CT
0 C1,K)(e(C2, Ru)e(C3, (g

T gf2)tid))−1

E = Πρ(j) ∈ S(e(Cj,1, L
TL′)e(Cj,2,Kρ(j)))

ωj

F = D/E
The transformed text is T0 = C, T1 = F
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4.1.5 Decryption

The decryption takes secret key (t,TK) of the user and the transformed
ciphertext (T0, T1) as input.

R = T0/T
t
2

M = T1 ⊕H2(R)
The values in T0 and T1 are verified. The message M is output if these are

equal, else an error is reported.

4.1.6 Key Sanity Check

The algorithm checks the sanity of the secret key of a user. Here, the secret
key submitted by a user is used.

The secret key submitted by a user skU = (t, TK)

1. Pick the second term TK from the user secret key which is Kgf4tid . Com-

pute K/gf4tid to get K
t
. This calculation helps determine the second term

of the secret key skpri originally derived using public parameters from the
authority and using which the transformation key was made.

2. Verify e(L′, g) = e(L, gf2)
3. Verify e(K, gf2gT ) = e(g, g)f1e(L′LT , v)e(RU , g

f3)e((gf2gT )tid, g
f4)

4. ∀x ∈ S such that e(Ux, L
′LT ) = e(Kx, g)

If all above are true, the algorithm outputs 1. Else it outputs 0.

4.1.7 Trace

If key sanity check fails, a null output is generated. The success of the key
sanity check ensures that the input key provided is a well-formed decryption
key. The identity is extracted from T as follows:

Q = π−1mod n

TπQ = 1 + id.n mod n.

Thus, id is evaluated and output.

4.1.8 Audit

If a user with identity id and decryption key skid is identified as malicious by
the system using the traced key (skid∗ of the suspected device) but claims to
be innocent, the user will interact with the public auditor PA as follows:
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1. User sends its decryption key to public auditor. If key sanity check fails,
public auditor aborts the interaction.

2. Else the public auditor checks tid = tid∗. If it does not hold, it outputs
”innocent” which indicates that user is innocent and wrongly framed by the
system. Otherwise, it outputs ”guilty” which indicates that user is malicious
and secret key was leaked by user.

4.2 Security Analysis and Discussion

We claim RCCA security for the proposed protocol. RCCA is stronger secu-
rity notion than CPA. It is apt to prove the security of our protocol since
our ciphertext undergoes alteration during partial decryption. The authorised
cloud server at the proximity hold the transformation key and will not be able
to decrypt the message or infer any meaningful information.

We consider the adversarial model and games described in Section 3.2
to analyse the security of our proposal. The scheme in [35] is referred to as∑

accCPABE . We refer to our proposal as
∑

CPABE .

4.2.1 RCCA Security

Theorem: Suppose the construction of
∑

accCPABE is CPA-secure. Then,
our proposed CPABE scheme

∑
CPABE with accounatability and outsourced

decryption is RCCA-secure.

Proof:
Suppose there exist a PPT adversary A that can attack our protocol∑

CPABE with non-negligible advantage ϵ. Then, a simulator B can be con-
structed that can attack the scheme

∑
accCPABE with advantage ϵ minus a

negligible amount. A PPT algorithm A is constructed that has an advan-
tage in breaking our protocol which is same as the advantage in breaking the
underlying scheme

∑
accCPABE .

Init B runs A, which chooses (A∗, ρ∗) as challenge and returns to B. B
sends this to

∑
accCPABE challenger on which it is challenged.

Setup The adversary B fetches the public parameters and returns them to
A.

Query Phase 1 B initializes an empty set D, empty tables T, T1, T2, integer
j = 0. It has two hash functions G1 and G2 which act as random oracles. It
answers A’s queries as follows:

• H1(R,m) - If an entry (R,m, e(g, g)f1s, s) exists in T1, return s. Else, choose
s randomly in Zp, add entry (R,m, e(g, g)f1s, s) in T1 and return s.

• H2(R) - If entry (R, r) exists in T2, return r. Else, choose a random r ∈ 0, 1k

,add entry (R, r) in T2 and return r.
• Create(S) - If S satisifies the access structure specified at the beginning
of the game, then it chooses a fake transformation key TK by choosing a
random d ∈ Zp and running key generation part and obtaining secret key.
Else, it calls the key generation oracle of

∑
CPABE to obtain secret key. A
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proper choice of t is then done to generate transformation key. The table T
stores (j, S, SK, TK). TK is provided to A.

• Corrupt(i) - B retrieves ith entry from T if it exists, sets D = D
⋃

S and
returns SK to A. NULL is returned if no such entry exists.

• Decrypt(i, CT) - This query decrypts CT using the ith entry from table
T. The transformation key is available to both A and B. Let CT = T0, T1

be associated with the challenge access structure specified at the beginning.
Assume that all the ciphertexts are partially decrypted. If ith entry does
not exist in table or the set of attributes corresponding to the ith entry does
not consform to the specified access structure, NULL is returned to A. If
ith entry exists, (i, S, SK, TK) is obtained from table T. The decryption of
message m is done by checking if the key i satisfies the access structure. If
key i does not satisfy the challenge structure, proceed as follows:

1. Parse SK = (t, TK). Compute R = T0/T
t
1 .

2. Retrieve (R,mi, si) from T1. If none exist, return NULL.
3. If there exists duplicate entries for R in T1, then abort the simulation.
4. Else, obtain (R, r) from T2. B outputs NULL if an entry does not exist.
5. Check if C = Re(g, g)f1se(g, g)z and T0/T

t
1 = C.

6. If there exists an i that passes the above test, output the message m, else
output NULL.

If key i does not satisfy the challenge structure, proceed as follows:

1. Get SK = (t, TK). Calculate X = T0/T
t
1 .

2. For each entry corresponding to index i in T1, check if X = me(g, g)1/t.
3. If there is no match, B returns NULL to A.
4. The simulation is aborted if multiple entries exist.
5. Else, get (R, r) corresponding to R from T2. Abort the simulation if it

does not exist.
6. Check if C = Re(g, g)f1se(g, g)z and T0/T

t
1 = C.

7. If there exists an i that passes the above test, output the message m, else
output NULL.

Challenge A submits two messages m0,m1 and access structure to B. B
randomly picks one and generates the ciphertext using encryption algorithm
with the challenge access structure of

∑
accCPABE . The challenge ciphertext

is then given to A.
Query Phase 2 Queries are repeated as in phase 1 with the restriction that

the messages and access structure used in challenge phase cannot be queried
upon.

Guess A outputs a guess b′ of the message. If is unable to output bit or
abort, B takes up the role and searches in the available tables T1, T2 and T. If
a valid entry is found for a message, the corresponding bit number is returned.
Else, a random bit is output as the guess.

If the adversary A correctly guesses the bit number, it means there is
considerable advantage in breaking the simulation of

∑
accCPABE using B.
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This would further mean that
∑

accCPABE is not secure which is not the case.
Hence, there is negligible advantage for any adversary A to break our protocol.

We hereby deduce the CPA security also of our protocol since RCCA
security implies CPA security.

4.2.2 Accountability

Theorem:
∑

CPABE is accountable.

Proof:
Setup The challenger B executes the setup, retrieves parameters and passes

them on to the adversary A.
Query The key generation oracle is run in this phase. A runs queries using

attribute set S, public key and tampered secret key. The challenger returns
identifier.

Guess The adversary A submits the decryption box she identifies. A wins
the game if she is able to identify the decryption box correctly.

The probability of challenger generating a valid identifier using pirate
decryption box depends on the probability to successfully pass all the steps
of key sanity check and generate identifier. The identifier can be generated
only if Q, π can be correctly evaluated. This further depends on the probabil-
ity of factorising n which is negligible. Hence, probability that the decryption
box will be correctly guessed by adversary A is negligible. Hence,

∑
CPABE is

accountable.

4.2.3 Unlinkability

Theorem:
∑

CPABE is unlinkable.

Proof:
Our protocol uses ZK-POK between user and the authority for key genera-

tion. Hence, the authority cannot deduce any information about the underlying
attributes. The identity of the user cannot be linked by any of the authorities
that hold the transformation key to the attribute of the user. The probability
that A determines the identity is negligible. Hence,

∑
CAPABE is unlinkable.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed CP-ABE schemes with outsourced decryption and accountability.
The storage of transformed ciphertext on untrusted server paves way to the
execution of functional encryption methods without disclosing details of the
underlying message. This also ensures the security of the ever increasing data
from billions of IoT devices. The schemes are useful to trace malevolent IoT
devices which may be operated as bots also.

The transformation of ciphertext allows decryption on resource constrained
devices with a simple exponentiation operation and a bilinear operation
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compared to more operations in [36–38]. The interactive zero knowledge pro-
tocol involved in key generation phase ensures security while maintaining
user anonymity. The derivation of cryptographic keys with participation from
authorities as well as the user provides whitebox traceability. We have also
achieved the stronger notions of public auditing in outsourced decryption com-
pared to [25] which achieves accountability with a trusted auditor. Our method
achieves outsourced decryption with public accountability using composite
groups.

Future research may include conversion of the protocol to use prime order
groups and practical implementation of a prototype based on the proposed
schemes in a real-world IoT setting.
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